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To all whom it may concern: . j 
vBe":itj'knovvn that :I, RUSSELL-PE. "NEAL, ‘,a 

citizenlo'fx'the United ‘Statespanda resident 
ofl'Palisades, county "of ‘Bergen, State ‘of 
New>"J,_ersey,'~have invented-new and useful 
Improvements‘ in '5 Power ' ‘Devices, ‘of which 
the l'v'following?is a description; " 
"This invention A relates‘ »' to power “devices 

and‘ {more-particularlyéha's for, its ' object to 
provide a new and; ‘improved power device 
whereby" such aidevice-may be operated with 
et?'ciency, promptness‘ and at ‘the same‘ time 
mhave a large 7 capacity for-the power "de 
siredv to I‘ be obtained. , . ‘ I 

-_More particularly, ‘my invention "is appli 
cable-1 to airplane motive powers of all kinds 
andfas will 1be seen, is _ simple to ‘manufac4 
ture- and e?icieiit" in its operation. ' ‘ . 

' *Thef? fundamental principle underlying 
myjinvention isthe-use of'a substantial ‘or 
partial ~vacuum. " I obtain-‘such a vacuum 
by-rapidly rotating-a disk ‘or member, which 
member“ is provided atone side with pock 
etsl'hajl'ving open ends, while the other side 
is'entirely smooth or ,closeaand ‘is not pro~ 
videdlwith any openings'or pockets. ItisQa V 
well~established principle thatwhen recesses 
or pocketsare' provided‘ in a rapidly moving 
object, thereiocc‘urs an‘ ‘exhaustion of air 
from‘ the recesses lor-pock'ets- anjd al'creatfion 
therein of vacuum or a partial vacuum. 
Thus, fit 'one- stands ‘beside a ‘fast-moving 
train the exhaustion“ of air ' fr'om- the‘pockets 
or‘z-recesses'th'ereof will tend to draw’him 
toward the train ‘due to the ‘creation’ inthe 
said pockets; and‘ recesses ‘of partial (vacuum. 
In'the samelinanner the rapid rotation of 
such laijclisk willcause ‘ partial ivacuumi‘ tov be 
formed?‘ 1011113118 : side having the pockets; 
WVith the suction e?'ect or vacuum-effect- thus 
produced: on ‘Ilonel vside ~ of “ the disk, "and ‘the 
atmospheric #air pressure 'actingon the other 
sidel'of- the disk, the difference in pressures 
will-cause the "disk! to be InOVe'd: lengthwise 
of ‘itslaxis' of rotation, and to: move-with 
said disk, any shaft or ‘other member se 
cured’to,"}'ore properly ‘connected with, said 
disk. ' The. pockets "above referred ;to ;'are 
preferably 'xarranged: ‘only at the jouter por 
tion of the disk and on a .zoneexten‘ding 
inward-1y onlyiabout >3; rfromz the periphery. 
For instance, if the. diameter of thed-isk is 
2,4”,thepockets wouldr‘pre'ferably be rar~ 
ranged‘ in a ,zoneifrom; the periphery SHE-in 
wardly,-;and..such a disk-.wouldbe about fl” 
thick‘. These'pockets may be arrangedeither 

in radial or circular: series-or rowsyorlin 
anysmanner whatsoever,‘ and the longitudi 
naliaxes of these pocketsinay be parallel 
to the ‘axis of rotation orgthey may :belins 
clined Lin _. different directions, ‘depending 
upon the particular‘usel to which'thedevlc'e 
is to be put, and ‘on otheriioircumstances. 
‘The’ centrifugal force action ‘was, a ‘result-10f 
the rapid‘ rotation of‘ the vd-iski'tends- to “draw 
air ‘from said I pockets and ‘ this produces a 
partial vacuum ion” the side ofthediskgto 
Evardwhich the open vends of the pockets 
ace. 

When such a 'disk'is‘ap lied; to "an “air; 
plane and vmadelto rotate a out an ‘upright 
axis, Withthe open endslof. the pockets‘ fac~ 
‘ing'upwardly, the difference of. pressures 
will produce an upthrust on‘theldiskiand' 
on the airplane. 'In certain cases it is _nec-’ 
essary'to have two such disks revolving‘ in 
opposite directions'for the purposeof com} 
pensation and‘ ‘for securing azbetter~gyrb~v 
scopic‘e?'ect." Similarly the axial thrust‘. ro-v 
duced by my invention can be ' utilize :v "to 
operate or to control various parts‘or mech 
anisms, V , > . 

In the accompanying drawings,'Figure 1 
is a perspective view of a part of avp‘ower 
device embodying ‘my invention. ' F ig. 27is 
a-sectional .viewof the same. ‘Fig. 3 is a 
plan view of the same. Figs. 4, 5 andG-are 
side views,’ partly in section, showing other 
forms of my invention and Fig. 7 is another 
view-partly. in section of vanother embodi 
ment of my invention. , ' 

Similar characters of reference indicate 
oer-responding parts‘ throughout. the various 
vlews. , , i , 

'In vFigs. 1,2 ‘and-3,10 designates adisk 
made of suitable ‘,mat'erial such ‘as nickel 
steel, the diameter-‘of said disk being say 24" 
and. its thickness-1”,“the circumference of 
the disk‘ being smoothand cylindricalwhile 
its‘ two end surfaces are ‘ plane and perpen 
dicular to its axis of rotation, the. disk being 
shownv as secured rigidly to a shaft‘ 11 which 
may be assumed as suitably journaled inthe 
frame of an airplaneland driven’in any-suit 
able manner, say so as, to give'itf'a' speediof 
about 6000 revolutions per minute. v‘O'n ‘one 
of it‘s'faces, which isthe upper face in the 
drawings, the'said disk is provided-'with a 
series of pockets 12. which extend‘ into'the' 
disk but not through'it, that is‘tor say, the 
lower ends of said. pockets are closed", and 
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the lower-surfaceof the‘5'dlisk is unbroken. it 
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The arrangement of the pockets relatively to 
each other may vary and I do not wish to 
restrict’ myself to the particular arrange 
ment shown, according to which the pockets 
form two annular series at different dis 
tances from the shaft, both series of pockets 
being near the periphery of the disk and 
therefore within the outer third of its face, 
and the pockets of one series are‘ staggered 
relatively to those‘of the other series. 
'_ The disk or rotor 13, shown in, Fig. it, 
differs from the one described above, chiefly 

_ the fact that the upper face of the disk 
instead of being plane is conical, the pockets 
12’ being arrangedsubstantially in the same 
manner as the pockets 12. 
~ In Fig. 5 the lower surface of the rotor 

; 13’ is conical, tapering in the opposite direc~ 
tion to the upper face, but otherwise the 
construction is the same as in Fig. 4. 
In each of the forms of construction so far 

described in detail, the longitudinal axes of 
. the pockets 12 or 12’ are vertical, that is to 

‘’ not, however, 
arrangement, and 1n Fig. 6 I have illustrated 

‘say parallel to the axis of rotation. I do 
restrict myself to this speci?c 

a disk of the same character as in Figs. 1, 2 
and 3, but having its pockets 12” so ar 
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ranged that their longitudinal axes are in 
clined and converge toward the axis of ro 
tation," the particular arrangement shown 
having the outer series of pockets with their 
longitudinal axes converging downwardly 
while the longitudinal axes of the inner se 

' ries of pockets converge upwardly. I may 
also‘, if desired, employ radially disposed 
grooves, annular or spiral grooves, or'any 
other suitable means of indentation. 
In Fig. 7 I have shown that a plurality of 

disks or rotors of the character therein re 
ferred to may be mounted cnthe same shaft, 
11 to rotate about the same axis.“ Fig. ‘7 
shows four disks, each of them correspond 
ing to one of the forms hereinbefore de 
scribed,'and three of these disks are assumed 
to be rigidly secured to the shaft 11, so as 
to rotate therewith in the same direction. 

- In order to make it clear that the disks need 
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not all be arranged to rotate in the same di 
rection, I have indicated one of the said 
disks as mounted loosely on the shaft 11, so 
that this disk may be rotated in a direction 

’ I opposite the other disks by any suitable 
means, say the driving belt indicated at 14.. 
This disk, however, would have thrust bear 
ings as indicated at 15 so that the longitudi 
nal pressure acting on this disk will be 
transmitted to the shaft 11, so that the lon 
gi'tudinal thrust exerted by all of the disks 
will be increased or combined, it being un 
derstood thatthe disks operate in multiple, 
as it were, and thus I produce a device hav 
ing a greater capacity than if a single disk 
were employed. 
- "It ‘will be observed that in each of the 
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forms of construction shown, both the end 
surfaces and the peripheral surface of the 
rotor are surfaces of revolution so that they 
Will rotate with as little disturbance of the 
air as possible; hencethe power required to 
drive these devices will be relatively small. 
It will also be seen that in each case the 
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pockets are closed at one end and their open . 
ends face toward one 
rotor. ~~ 

As the disk rotates (whether such disk has 
plane or conical end surfaces) it will cause 
air to be thrown outwardly by centrifugal 

side of the disk or 
75 

force along both end surfaces of the rotor. I 
This outward movement of the air will tend 
to draw the air out of the pockets at their 
open ends and will thus produce a partial 
vacuum on that side of the rotor toward 
which the said pockets open. On theother 
side or face of the rotor there will be atmos 
pheric pressure. Thus there will be a pre 
ponderance of. pressure on one side and 
therefore a tendency to move the rotor 
lengthwise of its axis of rotation. This 
axial movement or thrust may be utilized in 
a great many different ways. As suggested 
above, the rotor might be secured to a verti 
cal shaft journaled in the frame of an’ air 
plane and the upward thrust of the disks or 
rotors utilized directly for a lifting effect 
on the airplane, or on the other hand the 
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shaft may be horizontal and the power pro- - 
duced utilized for propulsion. I do not, 
however, restrict myself to this particular 
application. It will be observed that the 
rotor might be loose on the shaft as has been 
indicated for onevof the rotors inoFig. 7. 
The longitudinal movement of the 'motor 
might be employed to operate say a device 
which would indicate t e rotary speed of 
the appliance, or such longitudinal motion 
might exert power to operate any suitable 
device, for instance, the disk might be con 
nected with a piston in such a manner as to 
shift such piston lengthwise in a cylinder‘ 
and produce either pressure‘ or a partial 
Vacuum in such cylinder for the ‘purpose of 
operating or. controlling attachments of va 
rious characters. . ' . . 

I have illustrated and described preferred 
and satisfactory embodiments of my inven 
tion, but it is obvious that changes may be 
>made therein within the spirit and scope 
thereof as de?ned in the appended claims. 

I claim: ‘ . ' ' f r 

1. As a means for producing differences 
of pressure, a rotary member provided with 
pockets closed at one end and open ‘toward 
one face of said member. ' 

2. As a means for producing differences 
of pressure, a rotary member provided with 
pockets the longitudinal axes of which in 
tersect planes of rotation, said pockets hav 
ing open ends facing toward oneiside of said 
member and so located that rotation of said 
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member will produce a partial vacuum on members and an axial member on which they 
such side of said member. are mounted in such a manner that the axial 

3. As a means for producing differences thrust of all of said rotary members will be 
of pressure, a rotary member provided with transmitted to said axial member, each of 

5 pockets having open ends facing toward one said rotary members being provided with 15 
side of said member and so arranged that pockets having open ends facing toward the 
rotation of said member will produce a par- same end of said axial member. 
tial vacuum on such side of said member. In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 

4. As ‘a means for producing differences my invention, I have signed my name. 
10 of pressure, a plurality of coaxial rotary I RUSSELL E. NEAL. 


